Exploration into the concept of "medical expert" dates back to more than 50 years ago, yet yielding three leading theories in the area of clinical reasoning, namely, knowledge structure, hypotheticdeductive, and dual process. Each theory defines "medical expert" in a dissimilar way. Therefore, the methods of assessment through which the experts are identified have been changed during the time. In this paper, we tried to categorize and introduce some widely used tests for identification of experts within the framework of existing main theories. Implementation of the proposed categorization for providing future assessment tools is discussed.
Introduction
Clinical reasoning is an essential competency for every physician in their everyday practice. The attempt to clarify this concept of which longed for more than 50 years begun with this question: who is a medical expert?
To answer this question, we introduce three leading theories introduced in the area of clinical reasoning, known as: knowledge structure, hypothetic-deductive, and dual process (1) (2) (3) (4) . Being or becoming an expert are defined differently in each theory. During the course of time, methods of assessment for identification of experts were changed, and in each period various clinical reasoning tests were suggested to distinguish experts from novices, all inspired by the expert concept dominated in that time.
Providing new clinical reasoning tests has adopted various new criteria regardless of underpinning theory of expertise. While the main purpose of clinical reasoning tests is discriminating expert from novice, the definition of expert provided by the existing theories must be also taken into account. Giving a precise definition of medical expert has always been a major concern for clinical reasoning researchers.
In this paper, we tried to categorize and introduce the most applied clinical reasoning tests within the framework of the main existing theories. This categorization was performed according to the similarity and distinction criteria for expert and novice within the existing theories. This categorization could help researchers recognize tests with more conformity with the concept of expertise.
It is also supposed that this study will provide educators with the opportunity to expand contemporary clinical reasoning assessment tools, apply tests in their proper situation, and to raise considerations for MJIRI 
Hypothetico-deductive paradigm
Early attempts on assessing clinical reasoning skill was based on the idea that considered "clinical reasoning ability" as an individual trait or special personal characteristics (3, 5) . It was also believed that experts have a different mental strategies or heuristics to solve problem which is "domain (content)-independent"(4,6). Thus, an expert was distinguished for his/her special mental ability he/she had for reasoning.
Therefore, many attempts were made to create some procedural instruments by which it was possible to know to what extent performance of physicians (as examinee) and experts (as reference group) are matched during the reasoning process. In this regard, multi-stage assessment tests were created. It means that test providers emphasized on the intermediate phases of problem solving while encountering a simulated clinical situation and not merely final diagnosis or management plan (3, 5, 7) .
As such, Rimoldi in1961 advised his method of knowing how a medical student proceeds when posing a clinical situation (8) . The tool itself consisted of some twosided cards. One side of each card contained some questions that a participant may ask of a patient. On the other side, he/she receives related information like Xray findings, laboratory results, etc. An examiner was responsible for writing the number of selected cards in the same order in which they are selected. Scoring was based on the number of questions asked, their usefulness for the final diagnoses, and the order in which they are asked. It provided some opportunities to study the process decided by a subject when diagnosing a case. Rimoldi created a tool by which it could possibly clear some parts of diagnosis remained uncovered through ordinary true-false or multiple choices tests. He succeeded to make a new approach (maybe qualitative one) to analyze the pattern used by both experts/novices to reach diagnoses (8) . The results showed that junior students used fewer questions than seniors and the number of irrelevant and redundant questions asked by juniors was considerably high compared with senior groups (8) .
There was also a kind of less known test known as programmed test, used by the National Board of Medical Examiners in the U.S., consisted of three parts: primary clinical information about a patient, some probable diagnoses, and investigations a participant may select to confirm the diagnosis. Participants were scored for the number of correct decisions they made (5,9,10).
In the early 1970, "hypothetic-deductive" general thinking model was derived from cognitive psychology. The model explored the cognitive process of problem solving in experts in two phases: hypothesis generation and hypothesis testing (2, (11) (12) (13) (9, 14) .
PMP was known as the best paper-based simulation method. During some few years, this method became very popular and many improved versions were suggested (15) . It was claimed that PMP can offer a practical means of assessing both process and product of clinical reasoning (16) . There were booklets containing short case reports and some data on history, diagnoses and therapeutic works. Participants were asked to sequentially match them with the given cases. Some changes to the method like invisible ink, tabs and latent print image made it much more energetic and truthful (17) (18) (19) . Participants were scored based on the data of correct selections and taken pathways. Except for many problems existed in using the test (to be expensive in time and running, to be difficult having experts consensus on the correct answer and way), there was also low correlations between the physicians' performance and the problems. This occurred frequently in PMP tests with all kinds of problems and scoring methods (11, 14, 20, 21) . The phenomenon was named "content specificity" which contradicted with the beliefs that introduced reasoning as the skill independent from "knowledge structure" (11) .
Extended Matching Questions (EMQs) proposed in 1980s are multiple choice questions; each consisted of a problematic clinical case with just one correct answer within a list of at least 7 options. They were assumed as a reasonable alternative to either multiple choice questions or free response tests (23). EMQ was supposed to have the ability to discriminate expert from novice. It has been used by National Board of Medical Examiners (NBME) and U.S Medical Licensing Examination board (USLME) (23). Scoring of EMQ is based on the number of right diagnoses and the type of reasoning that participants verbally describe through the process. There were some critics who believed the EMQ is highly dependent on student's memory with a little attention to the process of hypothesis testing. However, number of studies that emphasized on its ability to assess problem solving skill is considerable. One of the most important limitations in using EMQ is the increased work for faculty members when adapting to the EMQs tests. There was also low correlation between physicians' performance and sequential problems in an equal domain. In addition, they often are designed for assessing diagnostic reasoning not all types of clinical situations like treatment and following (23-29).
Triple-Jump (TJ) test was an assessment method originated from McMaster curriculum aimed to estimate student's clinical reasoning skill. TJ is a three step examination that begins with a written clinical scenario. It makes student to improve his/her hypothesis. The first step follows by a 2 hour session for self-directed learning based on new issues a student learned from step one. Then, there is a 30 minute session for giving report and feed-back. The first version of the examination was in oral format and graded (pass or fail) subjectively (30,14) by faculties. The next versions were improved by adding a written part to the oral test which allowed the faculties to grade it objectively (31, 32, 11) . TJ examination was an actual method to assess student's competency in the setting of problem based curriculum. It was a kind of assessment method which its proper effects on learning were proved (14). However, the tool had many problems of validity and reliability for standardization (30).
Clinical Reasoning Exercise (CRE) was proposed to problem-based learning (PBL) medical schools as a multiple question test which had more reliability compared to TJ. They were some oral or written tests which could evaluate different aspect of student competency through engaging them in problem solving process. However, it's inter-rater and inter-case correlations, concurrent validity and reliability is yet open to challenge. Some authors also believed that CREs could assess student's knowledge not their clinical reasoning skill (9, (31) (32) (33) (34) .
Clinical Reasoning Problems (CRPs) introduced as the best tool that can purely assess the process of reasoning (35) . It has a patient's history and some clinical findings. During the test, examinees are asked to nominate two from the most probable diagnoses among a list of diagnoses suggested for a short scenario. Then, examinees should mark some given findings in the next stage and determine which of them support or reject his/her selected diagnoses respectively.
Researchers have showed the usefulness of CRPs as an accurate indicator of diagnostic reasoning. However there are also some controversial findings on the construct validity of CRP method and its ability to determine the process that leads to the outcomes (9, 36) .
Hypothetico-deductive paradigm's major emphasis in providing the tests was on a set of reasoning strategies or heuristics through which experts could solve clinical problems successfully. Thus, related assessment tests were multi stage-largely domainindependent-and were assumed as having the capability of differentiates experts from novices. Elstein et al showed that problem solving heuristics is strongly dependent on acquired knowledge (6) . Therefore, content-specificity phenomenon casted a big doubt on definition of experts and the ways they are identified according to hypothetico-deductive paradigm.
Knowledge structure paradigm Given evidence presented above, it was believed that experts should use hypothetico-deductive model to possibly solve any problem encountered. However, it was found that clinical reasoning skill is specific to the problem encountered as was shown by the low inter-case correlations in clinicians' performance (content specificity) (4). This caused a shift from general to content of knowledge paradigm. Early cognitive psychological research also emphasized on related knowledge as an essential determinant of successful problem solving. Besides, it was expected that experts may possess more knowledge than novices. However, some PMPs results demonstrated that intermediate students' scores of PMPs were upper than those of experienced experts. This fact surprised those who believed experts may have considerably more explicit knowledge than novices (14). Again, cognitive psychology presented an explanation: experts did not necessarily have more "knowledge" but compared to students, they have the ability to organize their specific knowledge more efficiently (2). This changed researchers approach toward "knowledge structure", "expert process" and "knowledge itself". This kind of mental network was known as "script" (4). Scripts are like schema, but have some orderly actions or events which are essential to achieve a goal. Script theory was first introduced to the field of medical education to explain the differences between experts and novices in their practice (37) . Also known as semantic networks, illness scripts or instance scripts (38,39), these kinds of networks help experts to remember relevant knowledge easier than students, thus, they solve a clinical problem more successfully. In other words, problem solving appeared to involve the way a person organizes his/her knowledge and experience in the brain (40) (41) (42) . Thus, attempts started to create an instrument to estimate variation and quality of illness scripts in physicians' mind. According to the script theory, while diagnosis clinicians take cues from relevant hypothesis in their minds. This activated knowledge is then deductively applied to the situation. This psychological view helped investigators to use a new approach in assessing clinical reasoning naming scrip concordance tests (SCTs) (43) .
SCTs were designed to evaluate the richness of mental networks and the capacity of data interpretation in decision making situations. It directly evaluated knowledge organization. The test approach consisted of short scenarios followed by some questions categorized in three sections. The first two sections consisted of some diagnostic or managerial decisions. Section three was a five-point Likert scale by which examiners were able to evaluate participants' decisions. The clinical reasoning competency of each examinee was evaluated according to the percent of concordance between examinee decisions and expert panel decisions. SCT let examinees make decisions for to a problematic situation through analysis of available data (43) (44) (45) (46) (47) (48) (49) (50) . Some studies have showed that the reliability and validity of SCT are good and its reliability directly related to the experience of physicians. However, some research findings on its differential and predictive powers are not considerable (51) (52) (53) .
Key features (KF) test was suggested in 1987 and implemented in 1992 as one section in MCC Qualifying Examination (MCCQE) (54) . KF test was based on the concept of "case specificity". It was a good replacement for PMP test because of the increased reliability due to wider sampling of cases and more attention on evaluating the important steps (key features) in determination of a problem (55) . It seems that the ability of a person to gather critical data during a clinical decision depends on the related script exists in her/his mind. Thus, KF test could be also considered as a tool for evaluating the adequacy (richness) of scripts (56) (57) (58) (59) .
Another tool to evaluate diagnostic thinking and clinical reasoning is comprehensive integrative puzzle (CIP) (60) . CIP is an 'extended matching' crossword puzzle of various disciplinary elements of more than 4 clinical situations.
Its answer sheet is a matrix with rows and columns and examinees are asked to fill its cells through matching all related parts of findings and create a complete picture of a clinical problem. When the puzzle is completed each horizontal row shows a complete medical scenario. Each completed column shows the student's proficiency in analyzing medical history, physical examination, laboratory test results and, sometimes, some related interventions. It is shown that CIP is extensively accepted by students because there is too much fun in matching puzzle components (1, 61) . One of the main limitations of utilizing CIP is its low reliability due to lack of a complete agreement among experts' panel. Thus, test providers should have scant attention to transparency and enough details of tests. A combination of Comprehensive Integrative Puzzles and Extended Matching Questions (EMQ) has been proposed to assess most aspects of clinical reasoning, particularly for the computer based assessment approaches (60) .
Scenario Formation test (SF) is one of the newest assessment methods in the field of clinical reasoning (61) . SF reports the accuracy of all components of an illness script (1, 62 ). An examinee is required to write two separate scenarios according to some given signs and symptoms and determine a diagnosis for each of them. Scenarios are viewed by two expert members and scored according to a standard checklist.
Disagreement points, if any, are discussed to reach final agreement. Correct diagnosis and appropriateness of using signs and symptoms to complete scenario are considered as main criteria in scoring test (1, 61) . Therefore, compared to tests with process approach, it seemed that tests with knowledge structure had a better approach toward defining the expert, resulted in a shift from multi-stage, single-question to single-stage multi-question. To prove this claim we have to compare the PMP test with other tests such as scenario and puzzle. The knowledge structure paradigm claims that the contents and richness of every script correspond to a physician's expertise in a way that he/she might qualify for the rich scripts in his/her expertise, while, on the other hand, he/she lacks any scripts or owns weak scripts in clinical situations not appropriate for his/her expertise. In this regard, the results of some studies have shown that experts when are faced with clinical tests unrelated to their expertise acquire lower scores. Moreover, these studies have also revealed that the evaluation scores of experts in areas unrelated to their expertise are higher than those of novices. The question is that, based on what kind of reasoning the experts can manage clinical situations unrelated to their expertise? And why non-knowledge structure approach is unable to distinguish them from novices? Other studies showed that, in managing clinical situations unrelated to their field of expertise, experts use reasoning process approach instead of knowledge structure approach. In other words, the expert performs better than the novice in both areas of process approach and knowledge structure approach. Therefore, despite the fact that the tests of knowledge structure approach significantly corresponded to the characteristics of experts, they were not able to evaluate the expert in situations other than his/her field of expertise. Thus, the mere use of knowledge structure approach tests does not seem to properly evaluate individual's expertise. Therefore, an expert is a person more successful than a novice in using both reasoning approaches; this defi-MJIRI, Vol. 29.222. 15 June 2015 http://mjiri.iums.ac.ir nition for expert has not been offered in the mentioned two clinical reasoning approaches.
Some scholars claim that the hypotheticodeductive approach and knowledge structure approach denote analytical reasoning and non-analytical reasoning, respectively. They believe that general model of reasoning could apply to analyze an unfamiliar situation in which there is no related script. In contrast, knowledge structure reasoning is applied in handling every familiar problem in which there is no need to analyze situation (63, 64) . Therefore, the significance of expertise evaluation was determined based on individual's skills in both analytical and non-analytical areas as it will be discussed in the next part.
Dual process paradigm
Further studies have suggested a more comprehensive model of clinical reasoning in which analytical and non-analytical approaches are combined. The combined model shows that reasoning could proceed in both directions of analytical and nonanalytical, while encountering a clinical problem (3). The two domains should be considered interactive instead of two separate parts or lying along a continuum. That is, they keep influencing each other. Effective medical diagnosis and management are affected by analytical and non-analytical thinking modes which work together to handle all types of clinical practice situations (63, 64) . Thus, greater awareness on the part of combined model has underlined the need to provide examinee with some new clinical reasoning tests that could better evaluate them in situations in need of bidirectional reasoning. The nature of dual process theory which defines an expert as a person with the flexibility to switch between two modes of thinking with high performance in both types, confirms the idea that expert could not be identified by a single test emerged from analytic or nonanalytic thinking approach. It means that the methods of clinical reasoning evaluation in future should be able to test both skills of clinical reasoning, i.e., analytical and non-analytical (64) .
Conclusion
In this paper, more than 50 years of effort made by researchers to identify clinical experts' characteristics were investigated. The earliest theory of clinical reasoning emphasized on the special mental stages an expert proceeds to solve a clinical problem. It was hypothetico-deductive reasoning through which an expert creates some clinical hypothesis and evaluates them deductively. It led in creating multi-stages, single-question assessment tests like PMP, CRE, TJ and CRP. Using these kinds of assessment tools showed the extent of similarity between the steps a participant and an expert take to solve a clinical problem .
Knowledge structure reasoning suggested illness script as a cognitive framework to explain how medical knowledge is organized and applied to a clinical situation. It revealed that more experienced physicians have much of the rich illness scripts which enable them to handle many clinical situations in their field of expertise successfully. Therefore, the related tests were created in a way that could investigate the similarity of illness script of participants with those of expert panel.
Accordingly, medical expert is a person whose illness scripts are as rich as those of expert panel. Thus, multi-stages, singlequestion assessment tools with focus on the cognitive process of an expert were shifted to multi-questions, one-stage assessment tests like SCT, KF, scenario, puzzle with an emphasis over richness of illness scripts an expert has (4, 14, . In the newest theory of clinical reasoning, known as the dual process, the expert is defined as a person who has both analytical and non-analytical thinking simultaneously (3) . Based on the theory, Clinical reasoning is not a completely analytical or non-analytical mental process. The physicians' reasoning can be intuitive and/or analytical based on their experience and the kind of clinical condition they encounter. In other words, the clinical reasoning is on a continuum, with one extreme being intuitive thinking and the other analytical thinking (63, 64) . This understanding of clinical reasoning concept shows that every physician owns both types of reasoning and the extent to which he employs each depends upon the clinical situation he/she encounters. The expert physician is more successful than a novice in using any of these types of reasoning. That is because of the accuracy of decisions he/she makes in the two dimensions of diagnosing and managing the illness, apart from the type of reasoning he/she adopts (63, 64) . It seems that accepting the concept of expertise in the combined theory of clinical reasoning has two considerable impacts on the tests differentiating expert from novice:
1. Evaluating analytical clinical reasoning skill in experts is as important as the nonanalytical clinical reasoning skill in novices.
2. The clinical reasoning tests must be designed in a way that can evaluate both the accuracy of test answers and the individuals' ability in appropriate switching between the two types of analytical and nonanalytical reasoning.
One way to accomplish this claim might be designing tests which can evaluate both kinds of reasoning. Accordingly, instead of designing one single test with twofold application, a suggestion is to select a set of tests covering both analytical and nonanalytical reasoning. Therefore, each individual's clinical reasoning skill can be evaluated by this set of tests at the same time. This suggestion has been also supported by recently published studies in the field of evaluation which have highlighted the importance of reaching a holistic picture of an expert's skills (65) (66) (67) . This has been a shift in clinical reasoning assessment from "one instrument for a skill" to "multi-instrument for all dimensions of a skill (3, 31, 34, (68) (69) (70) . Along the same line, early studies showed that designing a battery of tests may be useful to assess all aspects of clinical reasoning skill. However it has not yet received much attention in the medical education literature except few ones (1, 61, (71) (72) (73) .
Multi instrument approach and dual process both demonstrate that clinical reasoning skill should be evaluated from multiple sources, because neither single instrument approach nor each of mentioned approaches are able to provide an appropriate framework for "multiple biopsy" in evaluation (3). This leads to an approach in which tries to propose a method for evaluating all aspects of clinical reasoning skill rather than developing one single best instrument. However, administering such tests requires an appropriate study to determine which existing test is analytic-induced and which one is not.
It should be noted that the presupposition here is that we agree that the clinical reasoning test format determines whether a test is analytical or non-analytical induced, while in some studies on reflective practice, the type of assignment given to the individuals in a simulated clinical situation can determine the dimension of their reasoning (74, 75) .
